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Performance is tied to data driven results. The Heidelberg  
Print Media Performance and Training Center, located outside  
of Atlanta, GA is here to meet those results and exceed expectations. 
Yes, we may be known for having a 30,000 sq. ft. demonstration  
center, but we are more than top-notch machines and  
demonstrators, we are also educators. 
 
Training is becoming more critical than ever — operator positions  
are declining at an alarming rate of 13% — approximately 20,000 jobs 
over the next 4 years. As the industry leader, Heidelberg has stepped 
up to launch free training programs designed to build and grow 
the skills of future operators. But, not only that  — these classes 
will also cover press maintenance, mechanical repairs,  
postpress equipment, and even management.  
 
With your help and our commitment to achieving peak  
performance, you can take your people, processes, and overall 
business to the next level — all right here at the Print Media  
Performance & Training Center.

More than 
machines. 
A focus on  
customer needs.

To view all our full class schedule visit: 
 news.heidelbergusa.com/pmc-training 
 
For questions or more information please contact: 
 Jeff Powalisz, Director of Demo Room Operations 
 jeff.powalisz@heidelberg.com 
 
Have a class in mind? Let us know your suggestions!



2022 Press Class

Print Media Performance  
& Training Center.  
Understanding UV.

Speedmaster® XL 106 UV.

Overview
UV is one of the most important technologies used in offset 
printing today. Learn the various types of UV ink, how they 
differentiate from each other, and how they differ from  
conventional ink. This course will also cover UV coatings, 
special effects – including drip-off, and cost differences of 
each technology.

Introduction
The objectives of the class are to gain knowledge in the 
basics of UV printing and how to work with components 
and consumables in a safe and productive manner. 
 
Topics
• The Science of UV

 – UV curing basics
 – Components of UV inks and coatings
 – Curing process of UV systems
 – General Tips – UV curing 
 

• Working with UV
 – Safe handling
 – Ozone
 – UV radiation
 – Solvents
 – Ink mist

• Consumables
 – Conventional/UV/LE-UV/LED UV ink
 – Coating
 – Drip off/special effects
 – Roller and blankets
 – Solvents

• Troubleshooting/Drying Tests
 – Curing
 – Thumb wipe test
 – Tesa test
 – Acetone/IPA test 

 › Full list of courses available at:
news.heidelberg.com/pmc-training

Please note: Photos may not represent equipment used during training.

Offered on Dec. 12, 2022
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Speedmaster CX 75.

2023 Press Class

Overview
Optimal inking and dampening settings are the  
prerequisites for excellent print quality. Operators  
will learn the chemistry behind the interaction of ink, 
water, rollers, plates and how to maintain this balance 
within narrow tolerance between production.

Introduction
The dampening unit’s primary task is to apply a uniform, 
thin film of dampening solution to the image-free areas of 
the printing plate. When the plate is inked up, the inking 
rollers always take up some of the dampening solution —
one part of this solution is deposited on the ink layer,  
while the other emulsifies with the ink. 

Changing the dampening solution quantity in the inking 
unit (increasing or decreasing the amount of available 
solution) will change the rheological behavior of the ink, 
thereby affecting the inking process. The results are  
changes of ink and screen density in the printed image.

Topics
• Understanding and Solving Faults

 – Color fluctuations in the print that change the overall 
impression of the image (on parts of the sheet or the  
entire sheet)

 – Changes in color intensity
 – Tendency to scumming – the ink is over emulsified
 – Ink mist, ink splashes – incorrect ink adhesion
 – Ink acceptance and ink transfer problems
 – Coating buildup on the blanket
 – Registration problems due to paper distortion
 – Negative influence on ink drying

• Testing of:
 – Conductivity (μS)
 – RO water
 – pH
 – Calcium content

• Importance of Roller Conditioning
• How to Set Dampening Rollers

 – Checking the condition of metering roller
• Roller Check Assistant

 – How to set rollers without needing to remove them
• Dampening Test Form

 – Maximize skew settings and fine tune pan roller settings 

 › Full list of courses available at:
news.heidelberg.com/pmc-training 
 
 

 
Please note: Photos may not represent equipment used during training.

Print Media Performance  
& Training Center.  
Quality Printing and the  
Chemistry Behind the Print.

Offered on Feb. 6–Feb. 7, 2023
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2023 Press Class

Print Media Performance  
& Training Center.  
Sheetfed Feeder Training.

Speedmaster CX 92.

Overview
This course will go over basic feeder set-up to run  
commercial, label, and board material – including  
operator level suction head maintenance.

Introduction
The objectives of the class are to optimize a standard set up 
of the feeder for multiple substrates, gain knowledge on the 
Air Assistant function to preserve air settings in the feeder 
and delivery which results in reduced downtime on make-
ready and startup.  
 
This class will also cover how to correctly lift nozzles  
and suckers for the pickup and forwarding of sheet travel.  
Plus, operators will learn how to bundle, understand how 
double sheet detectors work, and how to use of static  
elimination devices.

Topics
• Basic Feeder Set-Up

 – Air pre-settings
 – Control panel
 – Feeder head
 – Suction belt
 – Bundle detectors
 – Ionized air
 – Double sheet detectors
 – Pneumatic pull lay

• Feeder Maintenance
 – Suction head
 – Lubrication points
 – Filters

• Static Elimination Devices
 – Purpose & types 

 › Full list of courses available at:
news.heidelberg.com/pmc-training

Please note: Photos may not represent equipment used during training.

Offered on Feb. 6–Feb. 7, 2023
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Print Media Performance  
& Training Center.  
Advanced Print Fundamentals.

Speedmaster XL 106-8-P+LX3 with InkStar®.

2023 Press Class Offered on Jan. 20–Jan. 21, 2023
and Mar. 4–Mar. 5, 2023

Overview
Learn the critical elements of running an offset printing 
press. Operators will gain an understanding of printing 
pressure, roller settings, chemistry, and color control that 
will help them to achieve the highest level of quality and 
throughput.

Introduction
The objectives of the class are to gain knowledge in the 
basics of press knowledge and how these individual factors 
must be optimized to reach peak performance. 

Topics
• Substrates

 – Types
 – Grain direction
 – Effect on climate/sustainability
 – Static electricity
 – Printing pressure

• Chemistry
 – Roller settings
 – Ink/water balance
 – Plates
 – Blankets

• Coating
 – UV vs. Aqueous
 – Blanket vs. Plate
 – Two roller system vs. Anilox roller
 – Resolving coating issues: drying, orange peel effect, 
foaming, ink piling

• General Troubleshooting
 – Streaking/ghosting
 – Offsetting
 – Color fluctuation
 – Mottliness/graininess 

 › Full list of courses available at:
news.heidelberg.com/pmc-training 

Please note: Photos may not represent equipment used during training.
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2022 Postpress Class

Print Media Performance  
& Training Center.  
Advanced Folding.

Stahlfolder® KH 82-P.

Overview
This class will build upon the curriculum taught in  
“Introduction to Folding.” Experienced operators will  
review the components of a folder, then focus on high
performance folding, product quality and advanced folding 
techniques including scoring and perforating.

Introduction
• Safety, operation and machine controls,  

machine control screen, and documentation
• Folding terminology

 – Buckle Folders: Ti/BH/TH machines
 – Kombi Folders: CH/KH machines
 – Shingling Folders: TH/KH-P/TX machines
 – Delivery types and configurations

Makeready Process
• Overall Machine Capabilities

 – Dimensions
 – Machine folding formats
 – Connections between machine modules and delivery

• Folding Basics
 – Paper grain direction
 – Paper properties
 – Folding principles

• Feeder Set-up — Fine Tuning
 – Adjustment of pile, continuous, pallet, shingling, etc.

• Tremat Head
 – Adjustment and fine tuning of suction plate blower  
and suction wheel

• Register Table
 – Side guide positioning and skew adjust
 – Thickness sensor

• Buckle Plate Station/Crossfold Unit/Shingling Unit
 – Mechanical adjustments, knife/angle height
 – Shingling function

• Operation MCT Control System
 – Buttons, settings, automated set-up

• Deliveries  
(Stream-, Stack-, Horizontal Stack-Delivery, Autonomous)
 – Marking function, pressing rollers
 – P-Stacker technology

• Makeready process + production of complex folds:
 – Perforating and scoring
 – Crossfold
 – Three-directional crossfold

• Performance Folding
 – Fine setting adjustments for best performance
 – Tips & tricks for optimum changeover times

• Factors that affect fold quality
 – Roller condition
 – Creasing roller selection
 – Slitting knife types

• Troubleshooting tips & tricks, understanding common issues
• Control screen error messages, understanding how to analyze
• Scenario setting, define problem, identify solutions
• Maintenance overview 

 › Full list of courses available at:
news.heidelberg.com/pmc-training

Please note: Photos may not represent equipment used during training.

Offered on Nov. 5–Nov. 6, 2022
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2023 Postpress Class Offered on Jan. 20–Jan. 21, 2023

Print Media Performance  
& Training Center.  
Introduction to Die-cutting.

Easymatrix 106 CS.

Overview
In order to achieve optimum running speeds, master  
the best practices in diecutting such as lock up of tooling,  
preparation of patch sheet, laying counters and how to  
effectively strip waste.
Introduction
• Safety, operation and machine controls,  

machine control screen, and documentation
• Introduction to machine control screen
• Tooling frames, Quicklock, thin plates,  

and pre-makeready table
• What to look for: tooling, requirements,  

and maintenance
• The importance of quality tooling and all basic  

specifications of rule, rubber, etc.

Makeready Process
• Job preparation and press-ready tooling concept

 – Organization, tools needed
• Machine set-up: feeder & delivery

 – Understanding the feeder and delivery non-stop processes
• Registration and sheet travel controls and settings

 – Adjustment of front and side lays
• Cutting die lock up

 – Understanding of Centreline principle
 – Balancing of the cutting die

• Locking up a 1mm plate & positioning creasing matrix
 – Review of different types of creasing options
 – Use of hard 5mm plate

• Locking up Quicklock stripping tooling
• Setting up a few lower pins on the machine
• Running first sheets, adjustment of the cutting pressure
• Efficient and accurate patch up process

 – Use and positioning of patch up tapes

• Running production on the machine
• Proper tool change over methods to change to a new job
• Introduction to pre-makeready table
• Set-up of upper & lower pins, understand correct positioning
• Job changeover to second job
• Troubleshooting tips & tricks, understanding common issues
• Control screen error messages, understanding how to analyze
• Maintenance overview 

 › Full list of courses available at:
news.heidelberg.com/pmc-training

Please note: Photos may not represent equipment used during training.
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2023 Postpress Class

Print Media Performance  
& Training Center.  
Introduction to Folding and Gluing.

Diana Go 85.

Overview
Learn the basics of setting up and running a folder gluer.  
This training will cover basic carton styles and how to  
optimize their makeready for high running speeds.

Introduction
• Safety, operation and machine controls,  

machine control screen, and documentation
• Machine sections and tooling
• Introduction to machine control screen  

and remote-control handset
• Belt plan review, maintenance, tracking  

and replacement 

Makeready Process
• Set up of the Feeder

 – Sidewall positioning
 – Feed gates  — lateral, linear, and height adjustment
 – Pile support and vibrator settings
 – Suction feeder settings

• Aligning Section
 – Register bar positioning
 – Bottom carrier setting
 – Top roller adjustment & angular setting/fine adjustment

• Pre-fold Section
 – 1st score pre-break set-up and adjustment
 – 3rd score pre-break set-up and adjustment
 – Positioning of other tooling in this section

• Combifold Section (Lock Bottom)
 – Set-up of lock bottom tooling – tooling placement  
and adjustment
 – Driven belt set-up and adjustment

• Gluing System
 – Bottom glue pot function, set-up and cleaning
 – Extrusion system, set-up and positioning of guns
 – Introduction to set-up of glue lines through the interface

• Final Folding Section
 – Guide roller setting
 – Center carrier removal and installation
 – Carrier pressure settings
 – Creasing roller adjustment
 – Folding belt speed adjustment

• Transfer Section
 – Top and bottom trombone adjustment
 – Ejector module set-up

• Compression and Delivery 
 – Top apron settings
 – Compression strength adjustment
 – Compression section entry settings

• Makeready Process + Production of  
Following Carton Styles:
 – Straight line
 – Lock bottom

• Introduction to Special Attachments
 – Pocket folders
 – Z-fold attachments

• Troubleshooting tips & tricks, understanding common issues
• Control screen error messages, understanding how to analyze
• Maintenance overview 

 › Full list of courses available at:
news.heidelberg.com/pmc-training

Please note: Photos may not represent equipment used during training.

Offered on Mar. 4–Mar. 5, 2023
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2022 Optimization Class

Print Media Performance  
& Training Center.  
Process Improvement.

Overview
The objective of this class is to gain knowledge in the  
execution of continuous improvement in the print  
manufacturing environment.

Introduction
The need to streamline processes in printing today is  
necessary to save costs and ensure less waste. Process  
workshops are an important tool for anyone running  
process discovery, documentation, or analysis projects.  
These are powerful because it’s one of the few chances  
that teams can get to talk about how they work together  
and how they can improve.

Topics
• Using data
• Who should be involved
• Defining the purpose
• Goal setting
• Mapping a process
• Defining waste
• Utilizing workflow 

 › Full list of courses available at:
news.heidelberg.com/pmc-training

Offered on Dec. 9, 2022
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2023 Optimization Class

Print Media Performance  
& Training Center.  
Print Color Management: 
Offset & Digital.

Overview
This course will cover basic color management for offset  
and digital printers.

Introduction
To optimize color consistency throughout a plant’s workflow, 
a general knowledge of print color management is needed.  
Participants in this course will learn color management  
theory and then put that theory into practice managing  
various output devices. This results in better color matching 
across platforms as well as shorter makeready times and 
lower waste on offset and digital printers.

Topics
• Developing process standards and  

understanding why they are important
• Printing plates and dot gains
• Proofing devices
• Explanation of test/target forms
• Creating profiles and basic use of Prinect® Profile Toolbox
• Spectrophotometry and Delta E values
• Explanation of color iterations
• Troubleshooting
• Printing of uncalibrated forms and applying curves  

and print calibrations 

 › Full list of courses available at:
news.heidelberg.com/pmc-training

Offered on Jan. 20–Jan. 21, 2023
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Heidelberg USA, Inc.
1000 Gutenberg Drive 
Kennesaw, GA 30144
Phone 800 437 7388
info@heidelberg.com
heidelberg.com/us

Publishing Information
Photographs: Heidelberg USA, Inc.
Printing: Versafire
Workflow: Prinect Digital Frontend

Trademarks
Heidelberg, the Heidelberg logotype, InkStar, Prinect, 
Speedmaster, and Stahlfolder are registered trademarks 
of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG in the U.S. and other 
countries.

Liability for contents
The contents of this brochure have been prepared with great  
care. No warranty or liability is accepted for the correctness, 
completeness, or accuracy of the information. There is no 
guarantee or warranty that the customer will be able to achieve  
the values and numbers (e. g. relating to the function and 
performance of the machine and the software) specified in the 
brochure. The information provided is based on ideal conditions 
and proper use of the machine and the software. Achieving  
these values and numbers depends on a variety of factors  
and circumstances that are outside the control of Heidelberg  
(e. g. machine settings, technical conditions, ambient conditions,  
raw materials and supplies used, consumables used, standard  
of care and maintenance of the machine, expertise of the 
operator, meeting the respective system requirements, etc.).

Version September 2022


